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Private Safety Network Integration with Avigilon ACM 

Private Safety Network (PSN) gives organizations, schools, municipalities and the people in them the ability to 

communicate in real time. People can swiftly report what they see to onsite PSN user groups who can react 

immediately. Responders and administrators are able to send mass notifications  directly to users’ phones, giving 

people fast, valuable information that can keep them safe.  

PSN also integrates with Avigilon ACM, receiving event data from devices, and includes it in the communications. 

Users’ locations, room status, access control and security system events are all made available almost instantly to 

the people who need them. We are aware of no other system that provides responders with onsite data from 

people and devices at the speed of PSN. 

ACM Integration Features 

 ACM alarms for forced doors, intruders, invalid scans, etc., create PSN message threads to groups that you 

select 

 Alerts are received on users’ mobile phones  

 Notifications from ACM are received by users nearly immediately 

 Data from ID card scanning and smart locks provides user locations in the Room Status feature 

 Doors can be locked or unlocked from the Control Center website 

ACM Integration Benefits 

 Recipients can use PSN to coordinate responses, and to provide information to everyone involved 

 Names, locations, and head counts are based on real-time knowledge and are sent to Room Status Reports  

 Lockdowns are managed using complete, real-time data 

Private Safety Network integrated with Avigilon ACM provides users and responders with nearly instantaneous 

alerts on their phone, wherever they are. This allows security personnel to be notified without needing to monitor 

a computer screen, or the need for specialized hardware. Likewise, administrators can coordinate responses, and 

responders will have a full understanding of the situation. Private Safety Network for Android and iPhone was 

thoroughly evaluated and approved by FirstNet® 
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Private Safety Network / ACM Integration 

 

Supported Versions 

PSN supports ACM version 6.0.0.24 and above. PSN is a cloud based solution; with server hosting is provided by PSN. 

Users can use Apple or Android phones. There are no customer hardware or IT requirements. 

Regional Availability 
PSN is available in the United States, Canada and Mexico. PSN is licensed on an annual subscription basis. Prices are 

based on number of users and options selected.  

For more information, please visit www.privatesafetynetwork.com 
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